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From the Editor
There may be nothing glamorous in a bag of plaster, yet in the
hands of a craftsperson it is the means of magic. The white
powdered rock that it contains provides the material for creating
beautiful yet practical interior walls and ceilings as well as more
expressive forms of modern architecture.
These words are from another era but
will still be reflected at the National
Conference in Darwin from the 9th-12th
October where the best of the best
plastering projects all come together
to be judged to determine the best in
each category in the country and across
the ditch.
It’s not too late to book – jump on to
our website and fill out the registration
form at www.awci.org.au/conference
The AWCI is really on board with the paint, plaster and suspended
ceilings standards, still in draft and currently at public opinion
stage. Tim Kraskov has given us an update on page 27.
This edition covers the old process of scrimming that was used
for the installation of fibrous plaster sheeting and fibrous cornice.
It is also used nowadays for the repair of sagged ceilings, in
some cases to save repainting and other issues involved when
rescrewing ceilings. See page 6.
Kevin Avery (AWCI Specialist Consultant) has produced his second
part in this series regarding the gathering of evidence to protect
yourself in the event things go awry on site. This edition covers
audio, video and photographic evidence on page 36.
Another Era covers boning blocks and when I have asked around
a number of contractors they hadn’t the faintest idea what they
were. Admittedly they were all under 45. See page 28.
Read Clinton Swan’s (AWCI Qld Vice President) profile on
pages 9-10 where he shares his experiences in the industry
and very rewarding recent visit to some very large U.S. drywall
contractors.
Doug Smith
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History transformed at
50 Martin Place
As part of the extensive former State Bank building refurbishment, construction
of the new Macquarie Bank Headquarters has recently been completed at
50 Martin Place, Sydney.
The $83 million award winning project was successfully
constructed by builders, Brookfield Multiplex,
Contractors, Sydney Projects and JPW Architects.
Their hard work and success was recognised with the
project winning Australia’s top award for commercial
architecture – the Harry Seidler Award.
Rondo has worked alongside Sydney Projects for around
20 years, and was called on again for 50 Martin Place as
“Rondo has always offered quality products, engineering
design support, and excellent customer service,” says
Tony Pagliuca from Sydney Projects.
Max Dessmann, Rondo’s Technical Sales Representative,
worked closely with Tony to ensure the supply of Rondo
Systems was timely and accurate, and Tony details
this as one of the main ways Rondo really assisted on
the project, explaining that there were “no issues with
delivery, always in full and on time”.

Tony also credits Rondo’s design support saying that
“technical support was extensive and comprehensive”.
Max and Rondo’s Engineers assisted with design
requirements for both walls and ceilings.
On Level 1 of the building, Rondo produced a bulkhead
design using Rondo Steel Studs to allow for penetration
of the air-conditioning risers which required stud
spacing of 1000mm, as well as incorporating MDF to
provide support for a 20kg flat screen TV.
On the same level, a Plenum Wall Framing design was
required to achieve wall heights of 2188mm, withstand
pressures of 0.6kPa, and make allowances for fan
units. This was achieved using Rondo Steel Stud and
Track installed to full height and it also allowed for the
support of a solid core door.
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History transformed at 50 Martin Place cont.

Construction in progress

Rondo Engineers designed wall framing for other areas
using Steel Stud and Track along with Rondo Top Hats
to support the 9mm CFC internal wall cladding and
tiles with an overall weight of 50kg/m2. The design
considered the most cost effective Stud, Stud spacing,
and Top Hat size to suit the combination of the high
wall lining loads, unusually high internal pressure
requirements and wall heights.

Concealed Ceiling System with pre-curved Furring
Channels, Steel Stud droppers as support bracing and
acoustic mounts to meet acoustic requirements.

A wall design to support the combination of a glazed
wall and plenum penetrating wall, saw Rondo Engineers
designing to accommodate glazing with a weight of
100kg/m2, wall deflection and impact loads of doors
using Rondo Steel Studs, Tracks, and Deflection Head
Tracks.

The project was managed and executed extremely well
by Sydney Projects, who worked closely with Rondo
to ensure the walls and ceilings in the award-winning
project were finished to the highest degree.

When it came to ceilings, Rondo designed a curved
ceiling system on Level 10 that used Rondo’s KEY-LOCK®
4 www.awci.org.au

Steel Stud was also used in the design of a Trafficable
Ceiling System in the kitchen area where the horizontal
studs were required to be trafficable and to support the
180kg/m2 loads for kitchen equipment.

Our thanks to Sydney Projects for the images used in
this article.

Every Rondo customer has access to the very best technical advice
from our own Engineers and Technical Services Team who offer a
comprehensive design service to assist, from concept design all the
way through to building completion.
It is our ability to provide expert advice on specialised wall and ceiling
systems that has led to us being a part of the best buildings here in
Australia and overseas.
That’s why…

we’re behind the best buildings

Repairing damaged ceilings
with older technology
Restoration of sagging ceilings will not be easy and any rectification will
never be a complete substitute for ceiling replacement, but in saying that, it
should be considered as a last resort when understanding the huge mess and
inconvenience that this operation causes.
Plasterboard ceilings may sag as a result of many
causes, a few of which are:
n	Water damage
n

Extraordinary weather events

n

Blowback through un-sarked roof tiles

n

Swimming pools

n

Gutter overflow

n

Leaking solar hot water

n

Ageing

n	Non-adherence to specification by plasterers and

builders including loads on ceilings and a myriad
of others

T he first thoughts are usually to screw the sheets back
to the background. Any success with this may be short
lived as plasterboard has a memory, particularly if it
has been water damaged. Screw pops may be expected
soon after repair, especially when using the most
common approach to repair ceilings by rescrewing
100mm to 200mm apart. Then the opportunity for
popped screws increases dramatically.

Propped ceiling

Scrimming
The alternative method is scrimming which consists
of fibre reinforcing. This can be sourced from plaster
cornice manufacturers and mixed with cornice adhesive.

Scrimming is a permanent method for
reattaching ceilings and needs only a
clean surface for a permanent bond.
Scrimming was originally used for fibrous plaster fixing
and can still be used for this type of ceiling repair.
Stud adhesive disengagement has also been identified
as a cause for sagging ceilings for many different
reasons. These ceilings are also regarded as suitable for
scrimming.
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Example of scrimming

The ceiling needs to be propped into position as per the
photos and then scrimmed at 300mm centres.

Consult your drywall representative for
further detail.

PROFILE

Clinton Swan
Clinton Swan recently found that through the AWCI you can broaden your horizon
and perspective a lot further than you dare to dream. All you have to do is be
involved and recognise the opportunities as they come up.
Clinton started in drywall
contracting and travelled
extensively throughout
Australia as a subcontractor. In 2013 he
started his own business,
Swan Commercial Walls
and Ceilings, developing
this into a medium-sized
commercial and domestic
contracting business
Clinton Swan and Donna Barnes
based on the Gold Coast,
(Baker Triangle, TX) at AWCI (US)
Queensland. “It is a tough
Conference, New Orleans
business and you always
have to be looking for ways to improve your efficiency
and stay competitive.”
Clinton joined the AWCI and spent a lot of time early
on in email and telephone contact with the local AWCI
Queensland resources discussing his business and
seeking advice on tools that could support him.

Exploring New Horizons
The first AWCI ANZ Annual Conference he (and his
partner Natalie) attended was in Hobart in 2013 where
he gained an insight into other Australian and New
Zealand commercial and residential businesses and
formed a network of like-minded contractors for future
contact.
In 2014 at the Annual Conference in Queenstown,
Clinton met Johnny Barnes, our guest speaker from
Baker Drywall, Dallas, Texas. He was extremely
impressed with Johnny’s business approach, Baker’s
internal culture and the work that the company was
undertaking. It has inspired him to strive for a similar
culture within his own business and Swan Commercial
Walls and Ceilings has started this process.

Earlier this year, Clinton asked if the AWCI could
help put him in contact with some North American
contractors as he wanted to go on a study tour and
learn how they do it in the US. A few phone calls and
emails from us, and through the relationship we have
established with our US Association, Clinton was on a
plane and heading for Texas.

Baker Triangle – Dallas, Texas
Day 1 First Stop – at Baker Triangle, Fort Worth Office
to meet Bryan Baker, President, and Peter Dean, Vice
President, as well as the rest of Bryan’s team. Clinton
spent the day with the whole team and had amazing
experience being involved with every aspect of the
business.
Day 2 Second Stop – at Baker Drywall, Dallas, TX
to meet Johnny Barnes, President, and the whole
Baker Drywall team. Clinton spent the next four days
immersed in the various Baker Triangle businesses with
the Presidents, the Estimators and the various project
managers gaining an appreciation of how they work and
the culture within the highly successful business.
Day 3 at Baker Prefab – with Keith Giddens, President,
touring the Prefab facility and experiencing the whole
process of Prefabrication. This experience showed
him that through using prefabrication in a controlled
environment you can save money and time with limited
labour.
Day 4 at Triangle Plaster – with David Long. This
experience showed Clinton diversity in the Baker
Triangle business as Triangle Plaster supply and install
scaffolding in addition to a massive range of wall and
ceiling applications.
Day 5 Last day in Texas – back at Baker Drywall, Dallas.
Clinton spent the whole day with Charles Armbruster,
the labour superintendent who controls 50 supervisors
and up to 350 men onsite all across the Dallas area, an
amazing feat for one man.
“It was an extraordinary opportunity. Here I am a
Queensland contractor, able to meet with one of the
oldest, most successful and innovative companies in
the US and have the doors opened up to 40 years of
experience and innovation,” Clinton comments.
“I learnt so much about culture, internal systems
and how to manage labour on wages, technology for
managing business and a lot of other tools that I just
couldn’t have ever thought would have been presented
to me.”
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Profile cont.
“Firstly, I want to thank Mr Steve Baker for welcoming
us into the company and making the team available to
meet with us. I can’t thank Bryan, Peter, Johnny, Tony,
Charlie and Kay of Baker Drywall, Keith Giddens of Baker
Prefab and David Long of Triangle Plaster enough for the
extensive insights, unwavering time allocated to me and
their hospitality afforded to me and Natalie while in the
US.”

Intex Expo and AWCI (US) Conference
Next stop was the Intex Expo and AWCI (US) Conference
in New Orleans where Clinton met up with Steve Etkin,
AWCI (US) Executive Director, who introduced him to a
pool of the top contractors across the States. Clinton
was also invited to attend various contractor forums
accompanying Johnny Barnes where they discussed
their businesses and issues that were common to the
industry.

biggest in the world and there are over 100 suppliers
and distributors of everything related to the wall and
ceiling industry.”
“Yet again, I was blown away by the hospitality shown
to us by Steve Etkin and the AWCI US members who all
looked after us and made us welcome. I am definitely
heading back to the US for future Conferences.”

“The sharing of information was outstanding. Everyone
works with the belief that through these forums and
sharing each other’s experiences, they will all grow
and prosper. They are all fierce competitors, but at
Conference they take off the gloves to work together for
the benefit of the whole industry.”

“If I was not an active member of the AWCI, this
and many other opportunities would not have been
possible. I’m looking forward to being involved again
in the AWCI ANZ Annual Conference in Darwin and
continuing to gain new contacts and tools for expanding
and improving my business.”

Clinton saw a lot of new technology and met some
Australian companies that regularly make the trip to the
US Conference and Exhibition. “The show is one of the

Since this trip, Clinton has stepped up to take on the
position of Vice President of AWCI Queensland. We wish
him all the best in this role.
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Ask the Panel...
Q My boss has said to me that the screws we put into
the ceiling sheets are only there to hold it up until
the stud adhesive goes off. Is this correct?

A DEFINITELY NOT. For many years, the old school of

thought was that stud adhesive was all that was
needed to hold up a ceiling. This may stem back from
the days when scrimmed fibrous cornice was replaced
with paper faced cornice which was held up by cornice
cement alone.

Adhesive is used as a supplementary fixing only and
cannot be used without screws for permanent support,
whereas screws can be used solely to support
ceiling sheeting when fixed in accordance with
manufacturers’ specifications. In fact, some plastering
contractors only mechanically fix their ceilings.

Adhesive is used as a supplementary
fixing only and cannot be used without
screws for permanent support
See extracts below from plasterboard and adhesive
manufacturers’ specifications.
n	“Using stud adhesive without any screw fixing does

not constitute a fixing system on its own.”

n	“The use of stud adhesive must be done in

combination with mechanical fixing, where it is the
combination of both fasteners and adhesive that
comprises suitable fixing.”

The fixing of 10mm wall sheeting and 10mm ceiling
sheeting on metal battens using 25mm screw fasteners
is ok.
Using 25mm screw fasteners to fix 10mm ceiling sheeting
into a timber substrate is currently NOT OK.
The Australian Standard AS/NZS 2589:2007 clearly states
that “screws used for fixing gypsum linings to timber
ceiling substrates (hardwood or softwood) shall have a
minimum length of 30mm.”
This requirement is the current standard and is one of the
technical issues currently being investigated as part of the
review and update of AS/NZS 2589. If you have any input
please contact your state AWCI office.

Q Is it really necessary to use temporary blocks with
wall sheeting?

A Temporary blocks should be used every second stud

(maximum every third) on walls. When applying stud
adhesive, it is important to remember most adhesives
rely on pressure to form a strong bond. Reduce the
pressure and you reduce the bond.
Under slow-drying conditions, keep sheets firm
against the adhesive daubs for at least 48 hours. Use
temporary blocks fastened through plasterboard to
framing members.
Remember, todays shortcuts are tomorrow’s defects.
Drawing from AS/NZS 2589:2007
Temporary
blocks

Butt joints
for Level 4
finish to be
between framing
members and
backblocked
(see Clause
4.4.4.2.2)

300 max. centres
Staggered nogging

Adhesive daubs
at 300 max.
centres

Gap between sheet
bottom edge and floor
6 min. unless otherwise
specified
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The Next Generation of
Construction Business Owners
The wall and ceiling industry of today is fundamentally different from the one of
even a few years ago. The intersection of an aging workforce, increasing market
demands and a learning curve for new technology solutions, necessitates the
development of a new breed of construction business owner. Key segments of
the construction market, especially in the wall and ceiling industry, will become
increasingly high stakes, data intensive fields.
“Rightsizing” business trends in construction staffing
have increased the global war for skilled and semi
skilled labour. Increased job selectivity among younger
workers paired with limited resources to search for
seasoned talent among traditional construction
companies may create a bottleneck in finding qualified
candidates.
Inconsistencies in labour search processes to identify
and develop the next generation of leaders have
plagued the market. Furthermore, projects have become
more detailed and involved with technology solutions,
increasing developer expectations for features such
as data enabled infrastructures and Green Building
certifications. These new standards coupled with new
demands for hybrid “next generation” owners and
workers, have created the need for a workforce that can
manage these new complexities. The industry now faces
the challenge of fostering those needs.
Technology changes within the construction industry
have been a long time in the making. Currently,
construction software exists to manage estimating,
takeoff, project management and virtually the entire life
cycle of a construction project. However, many workers
in the wall and ceiling industry often find themselves
relying on 30-year old technologies to run the daily
operations of their companies, showing either a strong
resistance to the adoption curve or a simple lack of
access to technology resources.

Most smaller companies with less than 200 employees
lack an Information Technology (IT) staff. Although
in decline, spreadsheets and emails continue to
dominate as the preferred method of data transfer and
communication in the absence of integrated solutions.
While software solutions have become standard in the
field and represent a large user base, many generations
of workers that grew up with paper, pencil and Excel
spreadsheets continue to cling to those mainstays. New
technologies embraced by the next generation simply
did not exist when they entered the field. To combat
this declining effect of knowledge share, the next
generation of construction business owners will need to
consistently integrate technology and software-based
solutions into the entire lifecycle of their construction
projects.
For the industry to move ahead at an accelerated pace,
the next generation of professionals will have to be
comfortable with new technologies. The comfort and
familiarity with those technologies should transfer
when managing their construction work solutions in
the Cloud by drawing from personal relatable solutions.
This will be a generation that not only understands, but
will also expect solutions to reside in the Cloud. The
industry should expect to see a rise in Cloud-based
solutions. along with BIM, 3-D printing and scanning
and the enablement of remote access and remote field
management.
www.awci.org.au 15

The Next Generation of Construction Business Owners cont.
The access to large and easily accessible amounts of
data created by Cloud-based solutions will also mean
that errors are trackable and all parties will be held
increasingly accountable. Cloud-based solutions will
raise the bar as professionals gain real-time access to
project needs including costs, drawings, field personnel
reporting, work order processing, inventory tracking and
scheduling.
Workers in the next generation will expect “one truth”
from a project and will be held to an even higher
standard of efficiency with less tolerance for error.
Increased access to information created by Cloudsolutions will increase levels of accountability and
efficiency in the next generation workforce. These
minimised errors coupled with improvements in
accuracy and efficiency will only serve to increase
company revenues.

The next generation of construction
business owners will be more than
reactive agents: they will demand, use
and perfect new and improved software
and technologies.
This demand will create even more scrutiny in trades
such as walls and ceilings, where workmanship
and business practices will be held to the highest
standards. As the retiring Baby Boomer population

continues to increase globally, the younger generation
of construction business owner will become the
industry norm by 2030. By virtue of having grown up
in a Cloud-enabled, technology driven environment in
their personal lives, their experiences and feedback will
help technologists tweak existing solutions and plan
future ones. The next generation in the construction
labour market will also facilitate training for successive
generations and contribute to the first truly “digital
construction” era.
All it will take are the right software solutions, minds
and hands to propel the next generation into success.
Cecilia Padilla
President, On Center Software

What’s New?
From humble beginnings in 1991, operating from a small
warehouse in Brisbane’s west, Betaboard has grown to
become a major supplier of plasterboard, fibre cement
and fit out materials to the South-East Queensland
commercial and residential construction sector.
Betaboard now has three locations, and has recently
moved into its new head office – a 5,000m2 warehouse
and distribution facility located at 58 Reginald Street,
Rocklea.
“The move is long overdue,” according to Director,
David Seymour. “Sustained growth in the Brisbane
building market has brought huge demand for the
specialist supply and delivery of plasterboard and
related products.”
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David explains how the new ‘superstore’ has benefited
customers. “The size of our new store has enabled us to
double capacity for unit and house lot make-ups, with
an entire warehouse dedicated to this function. With
separate zones for storage, truck loading and customer
pick-ups, we have dramatically improved our output and
efficiencies resulting in reduced costs and improved
customer service.”
Betaboard’s new warehouse now stocks the complete
range of USG BoraI Plasterboard, James Hardie and
Rondo products and is located 13km south of Brisbane’s
CBD in the suburb of Rocklea.

Building a watertight bathroom:
It’s as good as your weakest link
Mention waterproofing to anyone in the building industry and you always get
the same negative reaction. It starts with the eyes rolling followed by the head
shaking. When you consider the cost of fixing a typical bathroom of around
2.2 metres by 2 metres, with wall tiles and tiled base, is between $12,000 and
$15,000 you can understand why.
Check wall frames are fully supported by framing
beneath. The picture shows a load bearing wall
unsupported between floor joists, causing a wave in the
timber flooring. Even non load bearing walls parallel to
floor joists should be supported with joists or blocked.
Otherwise, the self-weight of the wall frame may cause
the floor substrate to potentially bow and cause tile
cracking.

2. Correctly installed plumbing

There are around 10 trades required in constructing
a bathroom and any one can potentially cause you
to have a leaking bathroom. However, it’s often the
smallest things that cause waterproofing failures.
The following list should be used as a checklist to
prevent waterproofing issues in the future. I should
know the importance of wet area construction, look at
what happed to my house in the above picture.

1. Adequate wall and floor framing
Ensure studs and
floor joists are at the
required spacing
and floor trimmers
correctly support
floor sheet edges as
per manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Incorrect sub frame
spacing can cause
excessive deflection
in the substrate and
a lack of blocking
can cause floor
sheet joints to move up and down. Waterproofing
membranes will typically elongate parallel to the
substrate but can be challenged in the perpendicular
direction. Ensure adequate framing to prevent this type
of movement.
Ensure adequate floor joist depth. Does your substrate
bounce and deflect when you walk. Good building
practice is to ensure the structural floor substrate does
not deflect between typical floor joists more than 2mm.

Ensure all plumbing is
adequately tied to the
wall and floor framing.
If you can wiggle
a floor waste pipe
easily, the waterproof
membrane will find
it difficult to remain
in contact with the
puddle flanges. This is
what happened with
my nightmare home
project.
The picture insert shows a high quality rectified solution
where the floor plumbing is secured well, PVC flanges
well sealed to Scyon Secura interior flooring and the
use of a wide floor flange has been used to give the
waterproofing membrane increased adhesion and
surface area.

3.	Ensure correct waterproofing preparation is
followed
The majority of liquid applied waterproofing systems
recommend the use of a primer. This is usually a
condition of their warranty which must be followed
and helps to ensure an appropriate adhesion is
maintained. Always use the same primer from the same
waterproofing membrane company.
Depending on the flooring sheet substrate used,
there will be different joint preparation detailing
required. These can include sealant into the sheet
joints or over, bond breaker tapes and/or bandages
with waterproofing. Refer to the waterproofing and
floor sheet manufacturer for specific tested warranted
systems.
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Building a watertight bathroom: It’s as good as your weakest link cont.
A vacuum is strongly recommended to remove all dirt,
dust and other contaminants from surfaces before
waterproofing.

help to identify the cause of a leaking waterproof
membrane faster, by preventing water to run behind the
membrane across the room at the wall to floor junction.

Wall tap penetrations must be well sealed but also
allow the home owner to service the tap later on e.g.
replace washers. There are PVC sealing inserts and
rubber bondages that can both seal the penetrations
but also allow the tap to be maintained. Generally gaps
>2mm need special treatment, refer to waterproofing
manufacturer for specifications.

 aterproofed wall junctions typically have a longer
W
drying time required than the broad floor and wall
areas. Considering the movement in these areas can
be high, ensure you refer back to the waterproofing
technical data sheet for recommended curing time.

When the hole is created in the fibre cement wall sheet
there is no reason to create such a large hole. It just
makes sealing the penetration more difficult. You can
see the extent of damage to my home in the photo
below when the opening around the penetration was
not sealed at all. All rotted timber framing had to be
replaced.

In many cases, the junction between the wall and floor
sheets will have gaps too large to bridge with just a
liquid applied waterproofing system. To bridge that gap
and accommodate for the movement, use bandages
embedded in a flexible waterproof membrane.

5.	Maintain a consistent and adequate
waterproofing film thickness
If you can see the substrate print through the finished
waterproofing, you know that there is not enough
applied to the walls, floors and junction. Generally dry
film thickness recommendations are around 1-1.5mm.
Always ensure two coats are rolled on in broad areas
and painted on using a paint brush around junctions.
With the majority of leaks in the shower area, ensure
you spend your time proportionally getting it right here.

6.	Ensure adequate drying of all waterproofing
layers
Penetration cut too large
in fibre cement

Timber studs and timber
bottom plate rotting

4.	Pay particular attention to waterproofing
junctions
If a liquid applied membrane system is used, apply a
thick bead of neutral cure sealant as a bond breaker
continuously to all wall and floor junctions. This will

Liquid applied membranes need to dry before
screeding, walking on them and tiling. Look at the
drying times and quoted temperature and relative
humidity on the technical data sheet and drum. It
may state 24 hours at 22 degrees but remember, this
assumes that ambient and surface temperature will
remain at or above this temperature for 24 hours.
Night time temperatures will generally fall below these
temperatures and this must be kept in mind.

7. Keep the tiler in mind
Ensure your waterproofing runs square up wall and floor
junctions. Tilers need a square corner to tile, if this is
not provided they will find it difficult to lay the tiles and
become tempted to use a Stanley knife and cut the
membrane at the corners.
When you look at the various steps in creating a
watertight bathroom, you can see why waterproofing
failures are one of the most common building issues in
Australia. However, when you break it down it’s often
the small details that cause the major issues. Work with
the various bathroom trades using the above checklist,
to help create a watertight solution.
Anthony Milostic
Product and Solutions Innovation Manager,
James Hardie
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Fire Talk
Improving Passive Fire Joint Sealing Systems
Importance of Priming
Everyone involved in the industry would know what
can result from the failure of a joint seal, and the
rectification work involved. In the waterproofing
industry it is hammered home constantly via
manufacturer’s system details the importance of
priming the joint prior to applying an acrylic or PU
flexible sealant. However, it is almost unheard of when
it comes to plasterboard control joints, wall connections
and perimeter sealing.
This article explains the importance and benefits of
priming joints and connections.

Using a suitable primer for the type of sealant being
applied is vital and will help enormously in negating the
dust factor and penetrating the interface of the joint,
giving the sealant a stronger bond. If the joint interface
is clean and solid, the sealant will stick to the primer,
which in turn has bonded to the joint edges.
There is no greater situation of sealants needing to do
their job than joints in fire rated partitions and ceilings.
The integrity of these systems relies on these joint
systems performing correctly so the overall system is
maintained.
Importance of Backing Rod

For sealant to work effectively according to the technical
data supplied by manufacturers, the products need
to be generally applied over suitable primers. In the
construction industry, wherever sealants are applied,
atmospheric conditions dictate how well the sealant will
cure and work in the area it is placed.
Dust and general building residue are always present,
so cleaning an expansion joint is critical to the long
term performance of that sealant, and therefore the
joint itself. This is easier said than done and is where a
primer becomes necessary for long term performance.

PU Primer on 75 x 16mm
Aluminium

PU Sealant installed
400 x 6mm

No backing rod and face view
after trowel

No backing rod and cavity view
after trowel

Backing rod installed and face
view after trowel

Backing rod installed and cavity
view after trowel

Just like primer, the installation of a backing rod is vital
to the performance of a joint sealing system. When the
backing rod is placed at the correct depth, it ensures
that when the sealant is tooled, the sealant material
is forced outwards horizontally to the joint edges for
maximum contact to the primed surface.
It also ensures that the correct depth of sealant is
installed into the joint, which is vital to achieving the
correct Fire Resistance Level (FRL) in fire rated systems
and movement capacity in all systems.

24:00 Hours later 40kg Pull test

24:01 Hours Later 120kg Pull Test

The installation of the backing rod also prevents
unnecessary use of additional material being pumped
into an open cavity. Above pictures show how the
installation of a joint seal can appear to be done
correctly when looking at the tooled off face of the
substrate. However, when you see what is going on
behind the face, the inconsistency of the installation
of material and the connection to the joint edges is
obvious.
Glenn Bramley, Fyreguard

Aluminium pieces supported individually to take loads
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For further information on Primers, Sealants and
Backing Rods, contact Fyreguard on (07) 5593 4955.

What’s New?
Since the 1940’s, plasterboard has become a universal
building material for ceilings and internal walls with its
benefits of sound insulation, fire resistance, low cost,
ease of installation and being the perfect substrate for
finishing.
Today sees plasterboard that not only meets its original
specifications, but is environmentally sustainable and
able to store and release heat when needed.
Earlier this year Knauf introduced Comfortboard, the first
plasterboard in Australia with Micronal® Phase Change
Materials (PCM) that enables temperature extremes in
a room to be smoothed out maintaining the optimum
temperature of 23°C.
The new plasterboard regulates room temperature, is
thinner and lighter than brick, and is installed in exactly
the same way as standard plasterboard lining so no
extra training is required. It is almost nine times thinner
and more than eight times lighter than traditional
heavyweight thermal mass materials like brick. The
patented dynamic temperature management also has
better sound insulation and impact resistance… so the
new home owner can look forward to a home that is
durable, sustainable and above all, comfortable all year
round.

The principle of how latent heat accumulators work

Shailesh Koirala is a Technical Services
Engineer at Knauf Plasterboard. Contact
Shailesh on 1300 724 505 to learn more about
Comfortboard and other Knauf systems.

Tech Desk Update
As you all know, the AWCI ANZ Technical Committee has been doing a lot of work on changes to
some of the Australian/New Zealand Standards on painting, plastering and suspended ceilings
and I would like to update you on the following;
AS/NZS 2311 (Australian/New Zealand Guide to the
painting of buildings)

This standard has closed for public comment and will be
finalised shortly.
AWCI has worked closely with Master Painters
Association (MPA), Australian Paint Manufacturers
Federation (APMF) and others to bring positive changes
to aesthetic outcome on painted plasterboard. AWCI will
continue to work with MPA and APMF to instigate further
reviews in the future.

AS/NZS 2589 (Australian/New Zealand Standard,
Gypsum lining – application and finishing)
This standard is currently open for public comment
and AWCI will be taking comments on board to make a
final submission to Standards Australia (SA) before the
closing date on 4 October 2016.

This standard is going through technical and referencing
changes. We ask you all to have a look at the draft copy
and contact me at technical@awci.org.au or your state
AWCI office with your comments as early as possible.
To view the current list of draft standards open for
comment, visit the following link
https://hub.standards.org.au/hub/public/
listOpenCommentingPublication.action

AS/NZS 2785 (Australian/New Zealand Standard,
Suspended Ceiling – Design and Installation)

This standard review is due to commence in the near
future. The review steering committee is nominated and
will be meeting shortly. AWCI believes this standard is
overdue for a review and have done a lot of hard work to
bring it to this stage.
Tim Kraskov
Technical Manager, AWCI ANZ
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Another Era
What happened before laser levelling of ceilings?
Boning Blocks!
You weren’t regarded as a tradie if you did not have
a set of boning blocks in your toolbox. In fact, some
quality builders went through toolboxes to check they
were in there as a prerequisite to employment.
In the olden days, ceilings were levelled with a
stringline and 3 pieces of 2 x 1 (42 x 19) dressed pine,
which were called boning blocks.
2 pieces of the pine were placed on either end of the
ceiling and a stringline pulled taught over the top of
them. The third boning block was then placed between
the batten and stringline and if there was a space, then
the batten was tapped down and a timber packer was
inserted between it and the ceiling joist, to ensure a
level substrate.
The battens were 2 x 2 (50 x 50) pine and were fastened
with 4 inch (100mm) nails. The manual application was
later replaced with nailing guns but still with 4 inch
nails.
The stringline only worked for smaller areas and piano
wire was used for commercial jobs where long spans
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were involved as the string could not handle the tension
needed for the boning blocks to work effectively.
Boning blocks were phased out around 1964-66 as
fibrous plaster installations were replaced with paper
faced plasterboard and cornice. There were a few
stalwarts who held out but were no longer competitive
in the market place.

Straightening or Leveling the Ceiling
STRING LINE

CEILING JOIST
TIMBER
PACKER
BATTEN

BONING BLOCK
TIMBER PACKERS WERE USED TO HOLD THE
BATTEN DOWN TO ENSURE LEVEL SUBSTRATE
BONING BLOCK USED TO CHECK THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN THE STRING LINE AND THE BATTEN

What’s New?
Faststud has been a major
distributor for Studco
Building Systems since 1996.
In the last 5 years, Faststud
has added value to their
product range by becoming a
distributor for other well known brands including James
Hardie, Fletcher Insulation and most recently USG Boral.
In January this year, Faststud opened the doors to a
new 10,000m2 warehousing facility in Woodpark Rd,
Smithfield allowing the business to carry an expanded
range of products on hand. This combined with a fleet
of 8 trucks servicing the greater Sydney area gives

Faststud the edge when it comes to delivery response
time. If anyone can make it happen Faststud can!
As well as regularly servicing the Newcastle/Wollongong
regions and surrounds, Faststud can arrange materials
for your project anywhere in NSW.
Faststud has a team of customer service specialists
ready to discuss your requirements as well as a
technical hotline for all those tricky questions. Open
from 6am to 5pm Monday to Friday, Faststud has what
you need when you need it.

Call Faststud today on 1300 88 FAST or visit us
online at www.faststud.com.au

AWCI Job Board
Whilst businesses are constantly undergoing changes in
supply and demand it is often difficult to find resources
that are available and have the skills you require.
The AWCI has created an opportunity for contractors
looking to engage or find work to subscribe to the AWCI
website. This will take a while to populate but please
participate to allow this to become an important service
from your association.
Please look up our website www.awci.org.au and look
for the Work Exchange Job Board and enter your listing.
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Successful Meetings – the key
ingredient for getting things done!
For a professional football team to succeed, it needs a rhythm of communication
to ensure all players are focused, aligned and working towards a common goal.
Your business should be no different.
5.	Align your team to focus on a common goal/outcome
and embrace the power of focused collective
intelligence
6.	Over time, reduce the reliance of the business on the
owner.
These meetings can be powerful, prompt and to the
point when you follow a structure. Below are some
points to consider when creating a meeting rhythm so
that all of your team are aligned, focusing on the key
goals, and helping the business to win.

Routine and structure sets you free
Optimal Meeting Rhythm
Often, as a part of a professional football match, there is
a series of pre-game meetings to set the team’s plays.
n	The coaches brief the full team
n	The captain reminds them to focus and gives them a

brief ‘gee up’ before the game begins

n	At half-time there is a review of the first half and

setting the plan for the second half

n	Finally, after the game, a review of what worked,

what was missing and what they can repeat again
to produce the same results if they won, or different
results if they lost.

Your business can benefit from the same
structure
Think back to the last five challenges you have had
in your business involving your team. It is most
likely that they may have been avoided with clearer
communication.
I hear you say…”But meetings are boring and a waste
of time!” Meetings don’t need to be boring. Boring
meetings are usually run by boring people!
In fact, a successful meeting structure in your business
will
1.	Provide clarity; reduce the gaps in communication
within sections of the team, minimising reactive
conversations and the need to ‘put out fires’
2. Ensure key priorities are being executed
3.	Help you act quickly, maximise opportunities and
relieve bottlenecks fast and effectively
4. Build a solid, stable team and culture
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Annual (1-2 days)

➝ S
 trategy – setting the game
plan for the year

Quarterly (1 day)

➝ I mplementation – clarity on
90 day goals

Monthly (2-4 hours)

➝ Review and Big Issues

Weekly (60-90 mins)

➝ Focus and Priorities

Daily (7-12 mins)

➝ Synchronise and Align

Above illustrates the optimal meeting rhythm for a
growing company. Some companies have annual and
quarterly meetings, where they measure progress
toward year-end goals or set new goals, yet many miss
out on the weekly and daily connection.
Implementing a rhythm of effective communication
takes time, especially if this concept is new to your
business. However, adapting the above to your
business, committing to a plan and learning how to run
effective meetings could just transform your business!
Jon Mailer
CEO, PROTRADE United
1300 76 77 74
www.protradeunited.com.au
Ed. The AWCI regularly conducts workshops and
webinars with our partners PROTRADE United. Keep an
eye out for dates and times on www.awci.org.au
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The benefits of
modern blended
training
There is a general trend to move to the
“train on site” model, but the decision
to do so often is not considered
carefully enough.
The problem is that employers may not be considering
the adequacy of their work sites, the extra time and
work required by the apprentice and the “environment”
factor; essential to ideal learning. So while they have
reduced the cost of releasing an apprentice by staying
on site, they also may have reduced the return by
compromising the learning experience.
Not all work sites will cover the range required for the
full qualifications and off site training allows for the
apprentice to learn and make mistakes away from the
jobsite. Also, as trades get broken down into skill sets,
apprentices may find that they are not getting the full
scope of the trade.

Blended offsite college onsite flexible training
works best!
Some training organisations have developed a training
model that breaks away from the traditional 4 week
block.
This will involve only booking apprentices for a week
at a time. If they can complete the subjects quicker in
that week they will be returned to work or they will be
given more subjects. The blended model allows for one
on one time with a trainer to pick up on the finer detail
and those trade tricks. The blended model also allows
for the apprentice to attend classes if work is slow or on
wet days.
All apprentices enrolled into this model of delivery will
also be required to attend college to complete subjects
that they are not exposed to onsite, unless they can
demonstrate otherwise.

Benefits to Employers/Apprentices
n	Only release apprentices 1 week at a time
n	Early return to work if subjects completed faster
n	Ability to send apprentice to training if work is slow or

on wet days

n	Employer demonstrates meeting Award requirements

by releasing apprentice to training

n	Apprentices learn extra responsibilities of completing

their work on time

n	Apprentice is able to learn, practice and benefit from

mistakes at college rather than on the client’s job
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The flexible training allows for tailored training plans to
match what the apprentice is doing onsite. Attending
an off site training centre allows the apprentice to learn
with and perform against their peers.
Being able to brainstorm and self assess their own skills
against apprentices of similar level is paramount to the
apprentice’s progression and completion.
Brad Gray
General Manager, BIGA Training

To garage or not to garage
(that is the question)
Sometimes humour can lighten a
serious situation, as Tim Kraskov,
AWCI ANZ Technical Manager,
recently found.
I recently went to examine a near
collapsed garage ceiling which was
bent like a banana with the screws resembling mini
craters on the moon’s surface. Thankfully, an AWCIV
member plastering contractor was there earlier and had
the sense to put some screws through the cornice into
the whaling plate, where the cornice adhesive had let go
(cornice adhesive does not stick to timber well).
The suburb was fast becoming a middle class suburb
with some rough edges around the fringe.
Suddenly, the homeowner looked at the two cars (Lexus
and BMW) parked outside the garage and asked, “Is
it safe to park the cars in the garage?” My reply was
simple, “I cannot say how long the ceiling might stay
up.”
The owner continued, “I am not sure which is the greater
risk - parking them in the garage or leaving them outside
on the street…”
So we left the conversation “parked” at that point.
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The only thing
that counts is
evidence

Following on from the article in OTS 30
that discussed hard copy methods of
collecting evidence, this second and
final part discusses photographic,
audio and video data collection.
Photographs
Photographs taken for the purposes of display are very
different to photographs taken for the purposes of
collecting evidence.
It is sad to say that most of the photographs that are
waved around as some sort of conclusive proof or
evidence have been totally useless. The most common
problem is they usually have no context and are
representational of nothing.
The way to make sure that a photograph is of
evidentiary value is to:
1.	Include in the photograph some sort of scale, such
as a tape measure, in the photograph to show the
relevant dimensions;
2.	Put the ultimate photograph in context by taking a
photograph of the room, then the wall and work your
way down through a few photographs to get to the
ultimate close up;
3. Go through this process from several angles;
4.	If the subject of the photograph is poorly lit, use an
external light source set at an appropriate angle;
5.	Ensure that electronic photographs are stored on
a computer and not left out in the wilderness on a
camera, or even worse, on a phone;
6.	Keep a register of the photographs showing a unique
identifying number of the photograph, date taken,
time taken, machine used, place taken, direction of
view and photographer.
Just remember - the photographer will have to give the
evidence about the photograph they took otherwise you
are in the realm of that good old spectre called hearsay
which is inadmissible as evidence.

The first key to making them admissible evidence is
to keep the registers similar to photograph registers
outlined above. The photographer or recorder will need
to give evidence.
Probably the easiest way to deal with the extensive
law dealing with this type of evidence is to give a brief
outline of what you cannot do.
The big five do nots are:
n	Connect an unlicensed recording device to the phone

line (the licenced ones let the party at the other
end know that they are being recorded by emitting
beeping noises);

n	Record a conversation to which you are not a party;
n	Record in places that have an element of creepiness

about them that amount to an invasion of privacy in
such places as toilets, bathrooms, change rooms,
fitting rooms and bedrooms;

n	Publishing your recordings by putting them up on the

internet, handing them around or giving them to a
news outlet or other form of publisher without some
very specific legal advice;

n	Commit offences such as trespass or break and enter

to obtain your evidence. This includes ensuring you
are obtaining your evidence during the hours you are
permitted on site.

Once you overcome those issues you can record and
film and use them in evidence in a court, tribunal or
adjudication without having to inform the other party
that you are recording when they are interacting with
you. The best way to deal with the phone issue is to use
a separate recording device while using hands free.

Audio recordings and video recordings

It is impressive how much aggressive and inappropriate
behaviour that gets shut down instantly when you whip
out the phone and start recording.

Audio recordings and video recordings tend to be very
useful provided certain rules are followed.

If you have any questions or need more information,
contact your state AWCI office.

The other great thing about audio and video recording
is that you are allowed to take them and make use of
them to a much greater extent than most people realise
(without having to tell people that the evidence is being
gathered).

Kevin Avery
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FREE DELIVERY

INTRODUCING THE

NEW

PROPLASTER.COM.AU

AUSTRALIA WIDE
ON ALL ONLINE
ORDERS OVER $500!

TRUSTED

SECURE &
AUTHORISED RETAILER:
PRODUCT WARRANTY
& GUARANTEE

USER FRIENDLY

EASY TO SHOP AND
IMPROVED NAVIGATION

GO TO PROPLASTER.COM.AU
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AROUND THE STATES

President’s Report

Gary Wood, President, AWCI Australia and New Zealand
All good things must come to an end, so
this will be my last President’s report as
it’s time for me to make way for the next
President to lead this great Association
into the future. I have thoroughly enjoyed
my time as President and will remain
on the Federal Executive as the QLD
representative for the coming 12 months.
As I look back over the past two years, it is very pleasing
to see the advancements that the AWCI has made in our
industry, both on a federal level and by our affiliates
in each State and New Zealand. The AWCI is the peak
body and voice of our industry. The Association is now
recognised as a major player in the building industry
with constant involvement with various government
bodies and other building industry associations
throughout Australia and New Zealand.
The AWCI has made great progress in our industry
over the past 10 years but some things never change. I
recently looked back through the editions from the past
four years of this great magazine and there are industry
issues that remain constant. Issues that, as contractors,
we face on a daily basis, pre paints, maintenance,
glancing light, levels of finish and client expectations
just to name a few.
A few years ago I came across a letter written by a
plastering contractor to one of his builders. The letter
was in response to the builder’s claim of a poor level of
finish due to glancing light. The letter highlighted the
issues that the contractor had to overcome to produce
the best results possible. That letter was hand written
in the late sixties. Fifty years on, the words in that letter
still echo in today’s industry.

communication trends become available? We have seen
the face to face meeting fall by the way side in favour
of electronic communications. Will this remain or will
people revisit that need for human interaction?
What will be the problems that contractors face over
the next ten years that impact their businesses? What
big ticket items are coming such as new products,
BIM, Robotics and other technology that will change
the needs of our members for training and business
support?
Over the past few years, we have worked hard to
improve the services of the AWCI such as:
n	Training services supporting education and growth in

our trade;

n	Effective industry communication through On The

Surface magazine in hard copy and digital formats;

n	Professional development through workshops and

webinars;

n	Access to technical support and advice through the

Members Only website; and

n	Professional local support through all AWCI

Associations in each State and New Zealand.

These form a sound foundation for the industry and the
AWCI to forward plan our next generation of services.
Some of the areas that the AWCI Executive Committee at
a Federation level have been talking about include:
n	Upgrading the functionality of the website and

potentially developing an AWCI “App” that will
provide real time troubleshooting and digital reviews
with technical experts;

When we consider the advancements and changes
in technology within our industry it proves that as an
association we must continue to work diligently for our
members to provide the best support we possibly can
through the delivery of current information, training and
lobbying on the critical issues that affect our industry. I
know that is exactly what our association does.

n	Being a more functional portal for services for

Exploring New Horizons

Our direction will be shaped by you – the members. That
can only happen through your financial and voluntary
involvement in the AWCI at a grass roots level and
your willingness to work collectively for the benefit of
everyone in the industry. I applaud our contractors who
are standing up at this and previous years’ conferences
to share their experiences. This engagement across the
industry is what will shape our future, the industry and
our standing in the broader community.

So, on to other business, the theme for this year’s
conference is “Exploring New Horizons”. The AWCI is no
different to our member businesses, in that we need to
be working on our own strategy and development and
asking what is on the horizon.
The AWCI has to be aware of industry trends, new
technology and means of communication and adapt
our programs to suit. Will webinars and digital
media provide better access to services or will other

everything from labour management to accounting to
business management; and

n	Expanding the training capability to be more

comprehensive and supporting businesses in all
regions.

As President for the past two years, I am honoured
to have worked with a highly capable and effective
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President’s Report cont.
Executive Committee and thank everyone for their input
and support. As my term comes to an end, I would like
to thank our Executive Committee and I am very pleased
the Association has such a solid Executive group. Our
future developments and strategies are in good hands.
I would like to thank our Executive Director, Mr Ian
Swann, for his dedication and leadership. Ian and his

team do a wonderful job for our association. I would
also like to congratulate and thank our State and New
Zealand affiliates and staff who continue to support our
industry initiatives at a local level.
I would like to wish our members all the very best for the
future and encourage you all to get involved in the AWCI.

AWCI ANZ RTO Training Update
Certificate II Building and Construction
We are seeking applicants to undertake the PreApprenticeship Certificate II Course which will
commence mid-September 2016 at AWCI Victoria.
Places are limited to 15. Register your interest by
contacting the office on (03) 9553 6363 or email
adminrto@awci.org.au.

n	Carry out measurements and calculations

CPCCCM1015A
n	Install batt insulation products CPCCPB3014A (This
will also include foil wrap)
n	Install ceiling insulation CPCCPB3027A
This course is supported by:

Re-Registration of AWCI ANZ RTO 70212
Following a significant program of reviewing and
updating training records, programs, practices and files,
our application was lodged in early August.
Correspondence was received from the Australian Skills
Quality Authority (ASQA) on the 19th August confirming
that AWCI ANZ RTO’s application for re-registration has
been processed and that we have received registration
until 2023.
This means that ASQA have granted AWCI ANZ Reregistration without a re-registration audit as checks
of our AVETMISS data, our Website information,
compliance with submission of required documents and
reports, lack of complaints, no issues raised etc. have
resulted in a finding of little or minimum risk. Worth a
celebration.

Short Courses
The Association of Wall & Ceiling Industries of Australia
& New Zealand Inc. (AWCI ANZ) is dedicated to
providing readily accessible courses that allow Trades
and Industry participants to increase their knowledge
and skills.

Industry Insulation Courses
The Industry Insulation Installers course will give you
an enhanced understanding of your obligations and
responsibilities when installing Insulation in walls,
ceilings, underfloor and ceilings.
Course Content
This course covers five (5) units of competency from the
Certificate III in Wall and Ceiling Lining (CPC31211):
n	Apply OHS requirements, policies and procedures in
the construction industry CPCCOHS2001A
n	Work safely at heights CPCCCM2010B
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Quality Assure Fire-Rated Lining Systems
Course
This CPCCBC4047A Quality Assure Fire Rated Lining
Course provides participants with skills and knowledge
to understand the correct applications and methods
of fire rated lining systems and collect evidence to
the manufacturer’s specifications in accordance with
Australian Standards.
The course will cover:
n	Characteristics of Fire-rating FRL’s, RISF
n	Evidence process of ceilings, walls, columns,
beams, shafts, metal, char-factors, perimeters and
penetrations
n	Overview of WHS
n	Acoustic Rw/Rw+ctr

Product specific training
The AWCI ANZ RTO also provides tailored courses for
specific products and applications. These courses
provide participants with the basic skills and knowledge
to understand the correct applications and methods
of installing to the manufacturers’ specifications in
accordance with Australian Standards.

For more information on any events or
training courses please contact AWCI ANZ
RTO for details on (03) 9553 6363 or email
adminrto@awci.org.au.

AROUND THE STATES

Queensland

Gary Wood, Past President and Chris Galbraith, President, AWCI Queensland
Welcome to Chris Galbraith the new AWCI Qld president
who was appointed in late August. Future reports will
be from Chris’s pen.

Congratulations to Carl Niven
and Nick Crawford from the
Scooter Group, who will now
be representing AWCI QLD in
Darwin in October.

State of the Industry
Brisbane and surrounds now has a substantial range
of unit and apartment living which will change the
demographic. No one expected the change to be as
sudden and we are seeing an increase again in southern
migration. The construction has most likely peaked out
and the banks are now tightening up on funding for
future projects. Whilst CSQ have forecast demand for
labour in residential and units will outstrip supply for
the next 6 months, the drop off in activity in this area
will push labour into other markets.
CSQ are also expecting with the catch up regarding
units that the swing will now be toward what consumers
are looking for and that will be designer homes at
specific locations. That should mean the Gold and
Sunshine Coasts, but particularly the Gold Coast
after the construction of the Commonwealth Games
accommodation comes to a close and trades become
available.

Industrial Issues
The AWCI has been working with the QBCC to introduce
Occupational Fire Licencing for the installation of
passive fire and smoke walls (currently the licence is
only for certification). This comes on the back of our
push to have drywall plasterers with the necessary
passive fire qualifications to install and certify
penetrations. All licence classes are under review from
the QBCC and we are pleased that the passive fire
licence review has already been conducted by a sub
group and will be amongst the first to be given effect.
The review of passive fire has heightened awareness
of requirements and increased training for builders
and contractors in this sector and QBCC has worked
closely with the major manufacturers and contractors to
address any issues of non-compliance.

Evan Maughan from CSQ
announced the winning team
at the Gala Dinner on the 13th
August.

The Gala Dinner
The Gala Dinner held on
Saturday 13th August was
“Simply the Best” with feedback
from all quarters that everything
was excellent and that we
should repeat it at the Sheraton
Gold Coast next year. The band
Gee’d Up had the dance floor
packed all evening. AWCI QLD
was pleased to receive 66
entries across all categories
and the winners really showcased our industry with
Ian White, the Deputy Commissioner QBCC, presenting
the overall winner and commenting on the fantastic
workmanship involved with all the projects. Thanks to
the judges for their time and effort for what was a really
big task this year.

In conjunction with this overall review, CSQ has
allocated some funds for training for certification of fire
and smoke walls and ceilings. AWCI QLD regularly holds
passive fire courses for certification or theory –
contact Jane Smith on (07) 3846 5688 or
email janes@awci.org.au for more information.

Events
The Apprentice
Challenge was
a great success
and the
calibre of the
workmanship
was extremely
high.

CMG Plaster Pty Ltd
Overall Winners

Apprentice Challenge Winners
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Queensland cont.
Congratulations to all our 2016 Award winners:
Contractor

Project

Category

Contractor

Domestic Residence Keong Plastering
(Contract value
Service Pty Ltd
up to $50,0000)

Wilston

Domestic Residence JT Plastering
(Contract Value 		
$50,000 to $100,000)

Noosa
Heads

Commercial
Precision Interior
Development
Walls & Ceilings
(Contract Value
Pty Ltd
$1 Million to $4 Million)

Rydges
Fortitude
Valley Hotel,
Bowen Hills

Commercial
North Australian
Development
Contracting
(Contract Value
Pty Ltd
greater than $4 Million)

Pacific Fair
Shopping
Centre,
Broadbeach

Domestic Residence Ornamental Cornice Paradise
(Contract Value
Pty Ltd
Waters
over $100,000)
Unit Development
(Projects up to
$30,000 per unit)

QCL Group Pty Ltd

Newstead

Unit Development
QCL Group Pty Ltd
(Projects greater than
$30,000 per unit)

Newstead

Commercial
Blue Star Plastering
Development
Pty Ltd
(Contract Value up 		
to $300,000)		

Riverside
Centre,
Eagle Street,
Brisbane

Commercial
B & R Walls
Development
& Ceilings Pty Ltd
(Contract Value 		
$300,000 to $1 Million)

All Saints
Anglican
School,
Merrimac

Project

Category

Specialist Linings

North Australian
Pacific Fair
Contracting Pty Ltd Shopping
		Centre,
		Broadbeach
Decorative

CMG Plaster Pty Ltd Newport

Best Façade

Superior Walls &
Gold Coast
Ceilings
Private
		Hospital,
		Southport
Overall Winner

CMG Plaster Pty Ltd Newport

Other General Points
Life Members (living) by name: Terry Sayers;
Jim Browning; Perry Richardson.
KEY DATES

Oct 9-12

AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT

AROUND THE STATES

New South Wales

Tony Roberts, President, AWCI New South Wales
vouchers, lucky door prizes and much more all included
in the $75 ticket.
Contractors, manufacturers and suppliers all join in
on this annual event and the Northumberland branch
would love to see you there. Contact Jane Barnes on
(02) 9891 6188 to book your spot or go to
www.nsw.awci.org.au for the registration form.

2017 Planning

Northumberland Race Day
Join the Northumberland crew for a fantastic afternoon
at Newcastle Jockey Club on 5 November as AWCI
Northumberland get together for their Pre Christmas
Annual Raceday. You are in for a fantastic buffet
lunch, beer, wine and soft drinks, race books, betting
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The NSW Executive Committee have decided to change
from tradition in 2017 and hold our golf day in March
and our Awards of Excellence in August. Traditionally
NSW host our Awards of Excellence in March but next
year we thought we would give our Contractors a bit
more of an opportunity to gather their work to submit
in August, this means we have bumped our annual golf
day to March.
It may seem a bit early, but mark your 2017 calendars
on 10 March for a great day at Macquarie Links for the

New South Wales cont.
AWCINSW Annual Golf Day. We will give you plenty of
time to register but for now, keep the date in mind.

Promoting the Industry
AWCINSW recently attended Norwest Trades School
for a “meet the tradie” morning. This was a chance for
students from Norwest Trade School and other local
schools to meet, greet and gather information on
various trades in the building and construction sector.
It was a great opportunity for the AWCINSW to provide
parents and school students with the positive good
news stories about choosing a career in the Wall and
Ceiling Industry. From these events, AWCINSW collect
names of people that may seek an apprenticeship in
our industry and where we can, link them to contractors
that are seeking an apprentice. If you are looking for
an apprentice, contact AWCINSW as we may be able to
assist you.
AWCINSW are attending the 2016 Western Sydney
Apprenticeship and Traineeship Expo in September.
This expo is one of the largest in NSW with over 100
exhibitors and 5,000 people attending the event each
year, kicking off the recruitment process. AWCINSW get
the chance to promote our industry, gather resumes and
provide industry information to potential apprentices
and their parents about a trade in the Wall and Ceiling
Industry.

Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)
Congratulations this edition goes to Brian Monnox
who recently completed the AWCINSW Recognised
Prior Learning program and received his Certificate III
in Wall & Ceiling Linings. Brian is no stranger to the
plasterboard industry and is well known particularly in
the Northumberland area. For as long as Brian has been
in the industry, like so many of you out there, Brian
never formally received his trade certificate. Through the
AWCINSW Recognised Prior Learning Program, AWCINSW
were able to promptly process Brian’s application
and proudly present his certificate. Thanks Brian, for
choosing AWCINSW as your RPL provider!
Welcome to our new Members:
Momentum Interior Linings
Northey Plastering
Welcome to our new Apprentices:
Jack Hamson
McDonald Plastering
Joshua Childs
BA & RA Sinclair
Regan Threlfall
Threlfall Plastering
Amoni Tufui
Mick Williams Plastering
Luke Klasen
Tamworth Plaster Works
Liam Walters
Tamworth Plaster Works
Lachlan Cochrane Tamworth Plaster Works
Lachlan Logue
Tamworth Plaster Works
Reece Bailey
Tamworth Plaster Works
KEY DATES

Oct 9-12
AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT
Nov 5	Northumberland Pre Christmas Annual Raceday
– Newcastle Jockey Club

AROUND THE STATES

Victoria

Paul Gardiner, Past President and Robert Vogt, President, AWCI Victoria

Welcome to Robert Vogt the new AWCI Victoria president
who was appointed in late August. Future reports will
be from Robert’s pen.

Membership Forums
Membership Forums are proposed for every second
month with guest speakers presenting on industry
relevant topics. Our forum for September will feature
legal advice and guidance surrounding the know-how of
running a business long-term along with presentations
from Fair Work Building and Construction and AWCIV.
Refer to our website for further details regarding forums.

AGM Update
The AWCIV Annual General Meeting was held on
Wednesday 1st August 2016 at the AWCIV office. It was
noted that we had 28 new members for the last 12
months. Minutes from the previous AGM were accepted,
along with the President, EO and Treasurer’s reports.

AWCIV continue to deliver practical and relevant
services that are of value to its members. Throughout
the past 12 months we have continued to identify,
action and respond to Member’s needs.
Collectively, our goal is to retain and expand
membership to a level necessary to give the AWCIV a
strong voice and leverage to advocate for the Plastering
Industry in the Victorian construction industry.
We are pleased to announce and welcome our new
President Robert Vogt, Vice Presidents, Jill Newman,
and Tony Jewell, and Treasurer, Harry Chudasko. Further
Executive Committee Members include, Rob Bennett
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Victoria cont.
(Rondo), Dave Rodek (BGC), Ian McSwan, Tom Brown
(USG Boral), Matt Flynn (CSR), Luke Williams (Knauf),
Luke Salkowksi, and Amanda Fraser.

Social
AWCIV Awards of Excellence 2016
On August 12th we
celebrated our Awards
of Excellence and Gala
dinner at Leonda by the
Yarra with Cal Wilson
as our MC for the
evening. More than 230 guests were in attendance and
helped celebrate the last 12 months of work within the
industry. The judges collectively commented on the high
standard of entries received.
Our Gold Sponsors for the evening were BGC Plaster
Board and Fibre Cement, Rondo Building Services, USG
Boral, CSR, and Incolink. Our General Sponsor was
Master Builders Association of Victoria.
Hall of Fame – Gerard Moran
Gerard has displayed a
willingness to help anybody
within our industry for
countless years. Not only
has he worked with the most
influential people within our
industry but he tirelessly continues to mentor the young
starting out in the industry as well. We thank Gerard for
all his contributions to our industry and congratulate
him again on receiving this highly respected Award.

Category

Company

Project Winner

Domestic 2

Plaster Evolution

Rose Avenue

Domestic 3
Regency Plaster
		

Monbulk 		
Mansion

Façade 1
Kakosi Constructions
		
		

Bonbeach
Reserve
Pavillion

Specialist
Pro Image Plaster
Linings		

Ruyton Girls
School

People’s
Newstruct
Choice		

Jemena Melb.
Office

AWCIV elected DEBRA as our 2016
charity to support through funds
raised at our Annual Golf Day and
our Awards of Excellence. At the
conclusion of our Awards evening we announced that
$6,600 had been raised to support DEBRA providing
support to those touched by Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB).

BaSE – Business and Social Exchange
AWCIV are looking for people to join our Business and
Social Exchange Group. There is an opportunity to
share business success stories and learn from each
other whilst exchanging key business advice in a social
environment. Refer to our website for the information
regarding the next meeting.

Apprentice Challenge
The AWCI VIC
Apprenticeship
Challenge was held
in July, 2016. There
were 6 participants
on the day.

Life Member – Chris Morgan
Chris has made a significant contribution
to the internal linings industry through his
time with USG Boral, but also through his
involvement with the AWCI in his capacity
as Executive Committee member for 8
years, 2 of those as Vice President.
To Chris we say thank you for your fantastic stewardship
and contribution to the industry, and all the very best
for a long and happy retirement
For photos of the winners and guests in attendance
please refer to our website www.vic.awci.org.au
Category

Company

Project Winner

Decorative

Old Melbourne Plaster St Vincent Place

Commercial 1 Midway Plaster P/L
		

Mayone Bulluk
Community Ctr

Commercial 2 Urban Central
Plastering

Thompson
Parkway

Commercial 3 Pro Image Plaster
		

Ruyton Girls
School

Commercial 4 Newstruct
		

Jemena Melb.
Office

Domestic 1

Park House

Eastern Ranges
Plastering
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As part of the
challenge
Left to Right: Mark Toy (Mentor), Eyup
participants were
Baba (Apprentice of the Year) Chris
Crawford (Runner-Up Apprentice of the
given a theory and
Year), Keana Hall, Thomas Karslake,
a practical task
Tom Brown (USG Boral Sponsor), Tyson
to complete. We
Edwards, Alex Potcnik
announced at our
Awards of Excellence that Eyup Baba from Total Plaster
Supplies and Christopher Crawford from RPT will
represent Victoria at the National Awards to be held in
Darwin in October. We wish them well as they represent
Victoria.
For more information on any events please contact
AWCIV for details on (03) 9553 6363 or
email adminvic@awci.org.au.
KEY DATES

Sept 14
Oct 9-12

Members Information Forum - Moorabbin
AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT

AROUND THE STATES

South Australia

Stephen Langridge, President, AWCI South Australia

State of the Industry
Not a lot has really been happening in sleepy little
Adelaide over the course of a very wet winter, however,
there continues to be a more positive feel in the
industry. The Universities are still spending on their
infrastructure, with not only the two major nursing and
medical buildings being built on North Terrace, but
the University of South Australia’s Great Hall is also
underway on Hindley Street with many other minor
projects being undertaken.
Apart from the major projects, there is a great deal
more medium size work under construction and in the
pipeline. Even though things are looking up, there are
still no labour shortages in the state, nor does there
look like there is going to be for quite some time.
As far as the domestic market goes, the August 2016 HIA
housing forecasts shows an 8.4% increase on last year,
which is very positive.

Social
We have recently had our golf day on Monday
September 19th at West Lakes. Thank you to everyone
who joined us on the greens and see the next edition for
all the winners and heroics of the day.

Training
After a very positive attendance at our last Passive
fire course we are trying to gain traction for another,
hopefully in November, so please register as we can
only run these courses when we get the numbers.
We are also looking for registrations of interest for
courses in Speedpanel installation and Insulation
installation, once again these will only be held when
numbers are attained. For more information on the
next courses please contact Sharon Curyer on
(08) 8440 2438 or email adminsa@awci.org.au.

SOP (Security of Payments)
The Security of Payments legislation came up for review
in South Australia and we, as your Executive, were able
to make recommendations. It was pleasing to see that
even though it came from a small percentage of our
members we did receive input for the review.

hopefully encourage those who have been sitting on the
fence to take up membership.
So please, if you are one of those who have been
considering becoming a member, now is the time to act.
Please contact our office at adminsa@awci.org.au, to
enquire about the benefits of being an AWCI member, at
a now reduced rate.

Profiling Your Executive
Peter Rodgers – Knauf State Sales Manager SA / NT
I would like to start by
firstly thanking the many
intriguing and diverse
people this industry has
put me in contact with,
especially the AWCI
members.
My full time work life started with completing an
Auto Electrical apprenticeship at Adams Auto Centre,
progressing to managing the workshop. From this I got
a taste for sales and engaging with customers, leading
to me taking up a sales role with large oil and car care
manufacturer Valvoline.
An opportunity in 2013 presented itself within the
construction industry with large global and market
leading company Knauf, as the Commercial &
Specification Manager SA. I have recently now taken over
the State Sales Manager SA/NT for both plasterboard
and metal.
During my time at Knauf I have had the pleasure of
working alongside the likes of committed industry
participants and AWCI executives Luke Williams, Mike
Turner, Scott Barclay and John Harris. It would be remiss
of me not to take this opportunity to personally thank
Mike Turner for the many hours he spent in my early
days mentoring me, especially in regards to application
and technical training.
I personally believe the AWCI is an integral part of the
construction industry and hope to grow with the AWCI
over the coming years, delivering improved industry
standards and benefits to all involved.

This piece of legislation is in my opinion one of the most
important things to have happened in our industry, and
to be able to influence it for the better of our members is
very important.

Good luck to all the members as we embark on hopefully
a fruitful and safe new financial year. When not at work,
I enjoy spending time with my wife Louise and our two
young boys Lachlan and William. My personal interests
include all sports, movies and the gym.

Membership

Favourite Quote: It’s hard to beat a person who never
gives up.

At our last executive meeting we voted and passed
a reduction in membership fees. We felt that in the
current harsh economic times that South Australia
is facing, this could help our current members, and

KEY DATES

Oct 9-12

AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT
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AROUND THE STATES

Tasmania

Warren Banks, President, AWCI Tasmania

State of the Industry
Tasmania is continuing to benefit from the strong
investment in the building sector. The South of the
State benefiting from continuous developments being
announced. The North and North West have benefited
from the election with the announcement of more
money being injected into the redevelopment of the
universities.
The State has also had record rainfalls which has been
devastating for all affected. Water damage throughout is
making it hard from some of the plastering companies’
perspective having to redo some jobs with the added
pressure of completing the work they have been
allocated in the due time. The residential sector is still
ticking over with some of the housing guys moving into
the commercial area which is good to see everyone is
busy.

Apprentices
Apprentice numbers are slowly on the rise with a lot
more needed State wide. I would like to acknowledge
The MBA Tasmania for their help to promote Plastering
apprentices by inviting the AWCI and TasTAFE in their
promotion of the apprentice drive which consisted of a
10 minute video presentation of the Plastering trade.
This involved interviewing Jason Lapham Commercial
Plastering and Brayden Plummer (Jason Lapham
Commercial Plastering) whom won the AWCI apprentice
challenge and apprentice of the year and myself.
The start of next year will be a big push State wide for
Year 9 and 10 students to promote plastering. Try-askill was also run in the South of the State last month
with 80 odd attendees, with many Year 9-10 students
attending and getting hands on with the trade.

Social Items
On the social side,
a Family Day at the
Midwinter Festival went
off well with the weather
being one out of the box.
Everyone who attended
enjoyed themselves and a
wonderful day was had by
all. For interstate people
it is well worth attending
during the month of July if
you are in Tassie.

Apprentice Challenge
We have another two great apprentices representing
Tasmania in the Trans-Tasman Apprentice Challenge
in Darwin this year with Stuart Batt in his 4th year and
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Kallum Kubicki in his 3rd year. Stuart was in the winning
team at the National Conference last year and this year
we welcome newcomer Kallum to the Challenge.
Stuart is employed by Plaster Designs in Burnie and
Kallum is employed by Ben Englund Plastering with both
employers having a very reputable name throughout the
North of the State. Both Ron Treloar (Plaster Designs)
and Ben Englund (Ben Englund Plastering) have trained
past AWCI National Apprentice Challenge winners. Well
done and best of luck to you both.

Technical Issues
I would like to acknowledge Mark Amos the Chief
Executive Officer from the VIC/TAS MPA for having a
prompt response to the article I wrote and supporting
the AWCI with the painting issues we face in the
industry.
Ed. It’s pleasing to see OTS is read by professionals
from other industries. Please see below the response
to Warren Banks comments in Around the States, 30th
edition.
Dear Warren,
The Master Painters Association Vic/Tas would like to
congratulate you on your article in “On the Surface”
magazine on the painting of plaster board.
The practice of only applying two coats with no back
rolling when spraying does not give a quality finish for
the new home buyer. There should also be a minimum
film thickness requirement which can be obtained when
applying three coats.
The Master Painters Association of Vic/Tas has a number
of fact sheets on our website covering this topic under
the consumer information section. These fact sheets are
available to consumers and everyone in the industry.
We also need to remind contractors and suppliers
that that this two coat finish does not meet industry
standards. We also launched an Industry Standard for
the Surface Coating Industry that highlights the need
that to obtain the best possible finish when painting
plasterboard - three coats are required with back rolling.
We hope to be meeting with the Tasmania Government
in the near future to discuss the need for contractors in
the finishing trades to be licensed to work in Tasmania.
We would like to see that all contractors that work in the
construction industry should be licensed.
Mark Amos JP
Chief Executive Officer
The Master Painters Association of Victoria Ltd
Incorporating Tasmania
KEY DATES

Oct 9-12
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Western Australia
Kim Prout, President, AWCI Western Australia
We welcome Topend Ceilings and Premium Building
Supplies Busselton as new members.
The Passive Fire Course is scheduled for second week in
September and we will once again endeavour to get our
course into the South West in the coming months. For
more information please email adminwa@awci.org.au.
With the support of the National body AWCI WA will look
at launching the BaSE: Business and Social Exchange
programme in the coming months to grow the network of
women in the wall and ceiling industry.
The Technical Committee continue to work on the review
of the Australian Standard AS/NZS 2589.

Social

Category

Company

Residential
Premier Ceilings
up to $100,000		
		

Project
Signature
Custom Homes
Peppermint Grove

Residential
Premier Ceilings Seacrest Homes
over $100,000		
Private Residence
		 Dalkieth
Commercial up Hybrid Linings
to $500,000		
		
		

Lanskey
Constructions
McDonalds
Harrisdale

Commercial
Future Carpentry Built Pty Ltd
over $500,000 & Ceilings Pty Ltd Old Treasury
		 Building

On 27th August 2016 we held our 28th Awards of
Excellence Gala Dinner at the Pan Pacific, 220 people
attended.

Heritage

The Pan Pacific Golden Ballroom was decorated in 80’s
theme, with many enjoying the LED dancefloor, Rubik
cubes and the band Hit Factory pumping out the 80’s
tunes. The dancing started early in the evening and most
seemed to be having a good time.

Facade
Hybrid Linings
Lanskey
		 Constructions
		
Puma Forrestfield

We would like to say a big thank you to all our sponsors,
without your help we wouldn’t be able to have such a
wonderful night for our awards evening. Thank you to
our Platinum Sponsors, CSR Gyprock, Rondo Building
Services, Speedpanel Australia and BGC Plasterboard
GTEK.

“I am pleased to advise that our President was recently
awarded life membership and I have put together the
following summary to recognise this achievement.”

Future Carpentry Built Pty Ltd
& Ceilings Pty Ltd Old Treasury
		 Building

Note from Belinda Goddard, Executive Officer AWCI WA

Life Member – Kim Prout
Kim Prout was awarded the AWCI
WA’s first Life Membership at the
Awards of Excellence in recognition
and appreciation of exceptional
service to the Association of Wall
and Ceiling Industries Western
Australia.

Pre-Dinner Drinks were sponsored by Premier Ceilings,
Ceiling Solutions, Westgyp and Fletcher Insulation. Door
Prizes were sponsored by Ceiling Prefab and USG Boral.
The Apprentice of the Year Award was awarded to Coen
Trevenen from Premier Ceilings and the Apprentice of the
year Runner up was awarded to Teariki Rawiri. Special
thanks to Jim Swain from Wallboard Tools for sponsoring
this category and also donating a $300 gift voucher to
both Coen and Teariki to spend at Wallboard Tools.

Elected to the AWCIWA Executive
Council in 1994, Kim has served
on the Council continuously ever since. Kim served as
Vice President in 2000-2001; President 2002-2003, and
2014-2015; and Immediate Past President 2004-2005 and
2016.
Currently Kim serves as the WA representative on the
AWCIANZ National Executive and has been on the
National Executive since 2001 and since 2010, serves as
WA representative on the AWCIANZ National Technical
Committee.

Special thanks to our sponsor BGC Plasterboard GTEK
for sponsoring the Awards of Excellence. Unfortunately
this year we struggled to get many nominations for the
categories though the work that was nominated was of
high quality. We have a lot of work to do improving this
for 2017 and we will work from now until end of June to
obtain entries from our members who are currently doing
some amazing work.

Due to Kim’s tireless efforts and huge amounts of work
the Association is now in a strong position and has a
bright outlook for the future.
KEY DATES

Oct 9-12

AWCI ANZ 71st Annual Conference - Darwin, NT
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COWBOY MOTTO

“Party till she’s pretty!”
Paddy was driving down the street in a sweat
because he had an important meeting and couldn’t
find a parking space. Looking up to heaven he said,
“Lord take pity on me. If you find me a parking space
I will go to Mass every Sunday for the rest of me life
and give up me Irish Whisky!”
Miraculously, a parking space appeared.
Paddy looked up again and said, “Never mind, I
found one.”

For some time my wife has had this ridiculous idea that I’m playing too much golf. It all came to a
head about 11:30pm last night. She suddenly shouted at me, “Golf, golf, golf! All you ever think
about is bloody golf!” And I’ll be honest, it frightened the life out of me. I mean, you don’t expect to
meet somebody on the 14th green at that time of night.

HOW TO POSE WITH STATUES

BAR IN SCOTLAND
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Who’s Who
at AWCI ANZ

PRESIDENT
Gary Wood, Supreme Interiors
c/o AWCI ANZ
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688
VICE-PRESIDENT
Stuart Phelps, Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, GREERTON 3141, New Zealand
Ph: +64 21 716 310

Membership, Administration
and General Assistance Enquiries
AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES
Jane Barnes PO Box 450, PARRAMATTA NSW 2150
Ph: (02) 9891 6188 E: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au
AWCI QUEENSLAND
Jane Smith PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: janes@awci.org.au

TREASURER
Harry Chudasko, Chad Plaster Contracting
1366 North Rd, OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
Ph: (03) 9544 8899

AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Sharon Curyer c/o Adelaide Business Hub
6 Todd St, PORT ADELAIDE SA 5015
Ph: (08) 8440 2438 E: adminsa@awci.org.au

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Swann, 6/435 Montague Rd,
WEST END QLD 4101
Mobile : 0402 577 868
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: ians@awci.org.au

AWCI TASMANIA
Warren Banks 9 Auburn Rd, KINGSTON BEACH TAS 7050
Ph: 0438 163 448 E: warren.banks@tastafe.tas.edu.au

NEW SOUTH WALES REPRESENTATIVE
Tony Roberts, Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
PO Box 43, CARDIFF NSW 2285 Ph: (02) 4954 9866
QUEENSLAND REPRESENTATIVE
Gary Wood, Supreme Interiors
c/o AWCI QLD
PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3846 5688
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Stephen Langridge, Langridge Ceilings
30 William St, CAVAN SA 5094
Ph: (08) 8349 8850
TASMANIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Clinton Steele, Brock Plaster
PO Box 1630, Eastern Shore DC, MORNINGTON TAS 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411
VICTORIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Harry Chudasko, Chad Plaster Contracting
1366 North Rd, OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
Ph: (03) 9544 8899
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE
Kim Prout, Prout Ceilings
PO Box 132, BELMONT WA 6984
Ph: 0407 988 465
NEW ZEALAND REPRESENTATIVE
Stuart Phelps, Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, GREERTON 3141, New Zealand
Ph: +64 21 716 310

AWCI VICTORIA
Tanya Chudasko 451 Warrigal Rd, MOORABBIN VIC 3189
Ph: (03) 9553 6363 E: tanyac@awci.org.au
AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Belinda Goddard PO Box 1819, MALAGA WA 6090
Ph: 0433 586 119 E: adminwa@awci.org.au
AWCI NEW ZEALAND
Richard Arkinstall PO Box 45098, WATERLOO
LOWER HUTT 5042 NEW ZEALAND
Ph: Ph: +64 27 288 3770 E: admin@awcinz.org.nz
AWCI ANZ TECHNICAL MANAGER
Tim Kraskov 451 Warrigal Rd, MOORABBIN VIC 3189
Mobile: 0488 064 333 E: technical@awci.org.au
AWCI ANZ MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
K Leung PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Mobile: 0423 018 551
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: marketing@awci.org.au
“ON THE SURFACE” MAGAZINE EDITOR
Doug Smith PO Box 5930, WEST END QLD 4101
Mobile: 0408 006 538
Ph: (07) 3846 5688 E: dougs@awci.org.au

